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1 Introduction 

On a filtered probability space (!1, F, (Ft)t:c:o, JP'), we shall consider the following system of stochastic 
differential equations for a pair (X: 0 ~° X.~) of N -dimensional stochastic processes: 

d 

xf = 0+ l Vo(s,Xf,Law(Xり，ぷ）ds+ t 1t ¼(s,Xf,Law(Xり，ぷ）dB! (1) 

゜
幻i=l ゜fort> 0 with the distributional constraint 

[X『,t2 O] := Law(X『,t2 0) = Law（ぷ，t2 0) =:［ぷ，tミO], (2) 

where ¼ : [O, T] x酎 xP鵡州 x股N →政凡 i= 0, 1,..., d are some smooth coefficients, 

B := (B¥・・・,Bり:= (B1. •••.Ba) is the standard d-dimensional Brownian motion. We assume the initial value 

0 E P2（lltN) is independent of B and X。,andX。isindependent of B. Here, P2（か） isthe set of 
probability measures on股N with finite second moments. We equip P2（応州 withthe 2 -Wasserstein 

metric, W2. For a general metric space (M, d), we define the 2-Wasserstein metric on乃(M)by 

W邸，v) := infnEP,,.，v (JMxM訊x,y)II(dx, dy)) 112, where P μ,v denotes the class of probability 

mea!ures on M x M with marginals μ and v. Note that the law [X0] of x0 depends on the law［え］
of X. and they are the same marginal law. Setting B2三 t,t 2 0, the above equation is rewritten as 

X『=0十taL ¼(s, xf, [Xf]，兄）dBい t2 o, 
(3) 

［ぷ，2O] = Law（ぷ，t2 0) = Law (Xf, t 2 0) = [Xf, t 2 O]. 

We call the system (l) with the constraint (2) the system of directed chain stochastic differential equation. 

For example, with N = 1, u E [O, 1], and some smooth functions bo,i :正 XJR X 股→股， for

i = 0, 1,..., d, we define the coefficients 

½(t,x,µ,y) := ubo,i(t,x,y) + (l -u)／属(t,x, z)dμ(z) 
艮

as a linear combination of two terms. When u = 0, the equation becomes a McKean-Vlasov equation; 

When u = l, there is no contribution from the distribution [Xり］．

p roposition 1 (Uniqueness of weak solution). Let μo E P2（股州 bea fixed reference measure. Suppose 
that ½, i = 0, 1,..., d are Lipschitz continuous and grow at most linearly in the sense that for every 

T > 0, there exists a constant er such that for every O S t S T,互 Y1,x,yE股州 μ1,μ2 E 

叩か），

S~Pl½(t心1屯1,Y1) -½(t,x研2, Y2)I S cr(lx1 -x2I + IY1 -Y2I + W:加，即），（4)

sup sup l¼(t, x, μ, y)I S cr(l + lxl + IYI＋閉(μ,μo)). (5) 
i O:c;t:ST 

Then there exists a unique weak solution (x_0ぷ．，B)(0, F, (Ft), JP') to the system (1) of stochastic 

differential equations with the distributional constraint (2). 
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The analysis of the special case with N = d = 1, Vi三 1is considered in [DFI]. The name, 

directed chain, is coined from the fact that the joint distribution of (X.0ぷ） in(1) can be approxi-

m皿 dby the limit of the joint distribution of (X.1, X.2) from a finite particle system on the vertexes 

i = 1,..., n, where the process Xi at vertex i depends on Xi+ 1 at vertex i + 1 via the equation 

dXj = Vo(t,X氾，X戸）dt+ dBi (t) with the empirical measure戸t:= n-1 江~=l 6 xi of the par— 

tide system for i = 1,..., n -1 and dX『=Vo(t,X『西，Xl)dt+dB叩）， t:20.Here，ふ isthe 

Dirac measure at the point x. Un如~r some reasonable assumptions, the joint distribution of (X.1, X,2) 
converges weakly to that of (X.0, X.) in (1), as n→00. 

The motivation of studying (1) comes from the interacting particles of sparse network [2], [10], [16] 

as well as the mean field games [5], [7], [11], [13], [18], particularly on the infinite random graph. In this 

short note, we discuss the smoothness of the joint distribution. Smoothness of solution to McKEAN-

VLASOV equation has been studied by [l], [8], [9]. 

2 Smoothness 

2.1 LION's derivatives in the Wasserstein space P2 

Let us recall the Wasserstein distance between two measures μ, v E P2（股） iswritten as 

肌(μ,v) := inf{IIX -Y112 : [X] = μ, [Y] = v}. 

For a function u : P2→股，wedenote by U "extension" (or lift) toび（江戸JP'')defined by 

U(X) = u(Law(X)), Law(X) = [X] = μ. 

Here, (fl', F'，JP') is an atomless Polish space. Following [6], we say u is differentiable at [X] E P, if 

there exists X'such that [X'] = [X] and the lift U is Frechet differentiable at X'. 

For example, when u : P2（応州→ JRis given by 

n, 

叫） ：＝tufか 'Pi(x)dμ(x)

for some smooth functions'Pi E C;;'（股州，thenU(X) and its gradient VU(X) are given by 

n n 

U(X) := II lE[cpi(X)]; [X] = μ'VU(X)＝こ (IIlE［凸（X)])D州X),
i=l i=l j#i 

and hence, for every v E記， μEP疇州，

叩 (μ)(v)= t叫 N 臼）dμ(z))D叫 v),

which does not depend on the random vector X. 

2.2 Smoothness of coefficients 

We say V:国 xか x乃（か州 x良N→酎「 belongsto C 1.1.1 if each component V'of V = 

(Vl 
b,Lip_' 

,...,v州 hasbounded, Lipschitz continuous derivatives Bx Vi, $Vi in the second and fourth 
variables, respectively, in the sense of P.L. LIONS [6] with at most linear growth property, i.e., there 

exists a constant c > 0 such that 

向V'(t,x,μ,y,v)I+ IBV'(t,x,μ,y,v)I＋向V'(t,x, μ, y, v) ：：：：： c, 
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1和V'(t,x, μ, y, v) -Oμ V'(t, x', μ', y', v)I::; c(lx -x'I + IY -y'I + Iv -v'I + W2(μ, μ')) 

for (t, x, μ, y, v), (t, x', μ', y', v') E [O, T] x JRN x P2（股州 X股N.Moreover, we say V belongs to 

C 
k,k,k 
b,Up, :, if it has bounded, Lipschitz, k times derivatives呪矛紺8i2'Viin multi-indexes (a, (3ぶ；；；），μ 

| |＋ |(3| ＋ | | ＋ |～| ＜ K al+ 1/31 + l'YI + Iii ::; k with at most linear growth property. 
Now we consider the pathwise-unique, strong solution to auxiliary stochastic equation 

d 

x戸＝ x＋t 1t v;(s,x:,101, [Xf]，ぷ）dB!,

given the solution pair (X.0, X.) in (1). More specifically, we set X。=:0 and 

xx,[01,0 = X + t. 1t ¼(s, x;,[0]，円 [Xf]，ふ）dB!.

i=O ゜
Then by the pathwise uniqueness, we have x:,[e],e Ix= 0 = Xf; 0さs:ST. 

2.3 Flow property 

(6) 

(7) 

For different initial points x, x'E股N,the corresponding solutions xx,[O],O and xx',[O],O in (7) satisfy 

that for every T > 0, there exists a constant er > 0 such that 

E[ sup IXx,[e],o -X工',[0],012]:S叫x-x'l2
t:S:s:S:T 

by Lipschitz continuity and Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality. With a slightly abuse of notation, we 
t,x,［O] 0 [O]，0 t [O] 0 t,0つ6 o ~ 6 write X.',~,LVJ,V for the process x.・,LvJ,V with x;,LVJ,V = X, and (X.''0'X.''0) for the process (x.・,o'x.・・0) 
t,o ~t,6 

with (x; ぷ） ＝ （0, 0), we have the flow property 

(X戸'x,[0],0,［心］，氾゚，X戸'°式戸'e)= (X;凸［O］，0,X['° ぷヅ）； 〇:::;t:::; s:::; rさT.

2.4 Partial Malliavin Calculus 

Let us consider the Malliavin derivative operator D and its adjoint operator 8. Let O" be the !Y x d 

matrix with columns Vi,..., Vd. If there is no interaction with the neighborhood process X., the 
McKean-Vlasov equation in (6) has the derivative 

Bxx:,101 = D芯 '[0]0"T（五）―1(r,X戸'101,[X!] 此x:,1°1; r ::; t, 

h owever, because of the interaction with X., in general, 

8かx;,101-/Dぷ:,［O]びT（び訂）ー1(r,X戸'[O]，［Xtl，えr)Bxx:,1°1; r::; t, 

To overcome this difficulty, we shall apply the following partial Malliavin derivatives from [15], [_!9]. 

Let us take the rational numbers Qr := <Qn [O, T] in [O, T] and define the O" -field 9 := O"({ Xt, t E 
Qけ） （countably generated) and the family of subspaces defined by the orthogonal complement 

K(w) :=〈Dふ(w),tE(Q砂_j_
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to the subspace generated by { Dぷ(w),tE Qr}. Then the family 1{ := {K(w),w E O} has a 
measurable projection. We define the partial derivative operator DH :]]J)1,2→び(Q汎）， namely,for 

F € ]]J)1,2, D叶＝ Pro恥(DF)= ProjK(w)(DF)(w) with associated norm 

||F||Il])岱p := (JE[IF|門＋LJE[IID丸 (j)FII岱］）1/p'
j=l 

where D(i) is the j -th order derivative and D礼 (j)F:= ProjH(D(jlF) = ProjK(w)(D(j)F)(w). 

Similar to the Malliavin calculus, there is an adjoint operator蝕 (u):= 8(Pro恥(u))of DH if 

Proj叫uE Dom(8), as well as the integration by parts formula lE[〈u,D町り］ ＝ lE［〈ProjHu,DF〉]＝ 

lE[F 8Hu] for any u E Dom（蝕）， FE]]JJ1,2.

Let E be a separable Hilbert space. For r E恥q,M E N let us define the family四(E,M)of 
processes w : [O, T] xか XP2（股N)→]]JJM,00(E) satisfying the following: 

(t, x, [0]）→ 8頴faiw(t,x,[0],v) Eび(D)

exists and continuous for all p 2 1 and multi-indexes (a,(3，'Y) with lal + I(3| ＋ |'YIさM,and

1 
sup sup ||8X7ata;W(t,x, ［O]，V)||lIJ)悶'P(E)さ:C(l + lxl + ll0ll2)q 

vE(ffi.N)!/3tE[O,T] 
tr/2 

for every p 2 1, m E N and multi-indexes (a,(3，'Y) with lal + I(3| ＋ |'YI + m :S: M. This is a 
modification of認 in[9] for the smoothness of the density function of X訊[0].

p roposition 2. Assume ¼ E C 1 1 1 
b,Lip 図 x股NX P2償州 x股凡良N).There exists a modification of 
x,［O] • xx,[O] such that the map x→Xf'WJ is almost surely differentiable, and for t 2 0, 

d 

axx戸＝ IdN＋こJ叩（s,x;,[0l,[Xf]，ふ）axx;,[0ldB!.
i=O ゜

The maps 0→ X9, 0 
x,[0] →x;,1°1 are Frechet differentiable in L印） withgradients諏／ and

x,[0] 
1双 t satisfying 

d 

叫兄）＝こlt[OV,DX:，［O]＋av,Dぷ(,)+ VV;'(VXf(,))]dB!, 

d rt 

叫 'Y)='Y+ど／［OViT)対(1)＋8v試 (1)＋四（諏瓢）]dB!,
i=O ゜for'YE L叩）， t2: 0. 

Moreover, the map [0]→ X 
の，［0] x,[0] 
;'t"J is differentiable with the derivative aμふ satisfying

d 

ぃ;,[0](V)＝以{8V;(s, X/，［対］，ふ）oμx:,101(v) 

+ av; (s, x:,1°1, [X!]，ふ）8ふ(v)

+lE'［鱈(s,x:,1°1, [X!]ぷ (x~,10])＇）叫x~,101)']

+lE'［馴(s,x:,1°1, [Xり，ふ，（汀）＇）叫 xt,1°i)'(v)]}dB!, 
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where (Xf')'is a copy of Xf, Bx(X~,[O])'is a copy of BxX~,[O] and 8μ(Xf',[9ly = 8µ(x:,[0l)~=O' 

on a probability space with VX 叫0] 疇 l1 1 x [O] ;,wJ('Y) = JE'[8ぷ（0')"('].Furthermore, XJ'WJ, X『Elll)1,00, and 

D召xx,[0]= (D四(xx,[0]）りピJこN,1翠 dsatisfies, for O S r S t 

d 

D';:£X戸＝ CJ"(r,X戸'[01,[X!]，ぷ）＋苫it(av,;(s,x:,[0l, [Xf]，兄）Dクx:,[0l)dBし

whereCJ"(r,X戸'[O],[Xf], Xr) is the N x d matrix with columns Vi,..., Vd, 

2.5 Characterization of the auxiliary process 

k,k,k 
Assume M E C (［0,T] b,Lip X JR_N X P2（罠州 x股凡股州 fori = 1,..., d. Then the map satisfies 

(t,x, [0]）→ XJ'[O] E闊(R凡k).

If, in addition, ¼ are uniformly bounded, then (t, x, [0]）f-tXJ'[O] E認（豆k).Proof is based on the 
first order derivatives (cf. [9]).. 

Now we define operators J(i), j = l, 2, 3, I(i), I[i) on w E認（股，n)with a= (i), (t, x, [0]) E 

[O,T] x炉 x叩砂），

応(w)(t,x, [0]）：＝〗知 (r → w(t,x, [0]）厨(6訂）ー1(r,x:,0,[Xf]，え）0xx戸）ふ

N 

応(w)(t,x, [0])：＝苫応((8xX戸）］］憧(t,x,[0])),

I[i)位）（t,x, [0]) := Iい国）（t,x, [0])＋凶鱈(t,x,[0]) 

乱謹）（t,x,[0]，釘） ：＝喜61-{(TM（臼五）―1(r,X戸，［xt]，ぷ），

8心鴫X戸）賃x/（町））並(t,x,[0])), 

闊謹）（t,x,[0]，町） ：＝乱謹）（t,x, [0], v1)＋咋 心肋(t,x,[0]，町）．

(8) 

2.6 Integration-by-parts formulae 

Assume¼ EC k,k,k 
b,Lip(［0,T] x酎 x叩か） x記；良刈 andalso the uniform ellipticity of the diffusion 

coefficients. For f E C『（酎直）， WE匹（股，n),we have 

• If lal Sn八k,then 

JE[a;;(f(x;,101))w(t,x, [0])] = t―|al/21E[f(Xt'1°l)I;(w)(t,x, [0])]; 

• If lal S n /¥ (k -2), then 

lE[(8"J)(x;,101)w(t,x, [0])] = t―|al/21E[f(Xt'1°l)I;(w)(t,x, [0])]; 

• If lal S n /¥ k, then 

a;;JE[f(Xt'101)w(t,x, [0])] = t —|al/21E[f(Xt'1°l)I~(w)(t,x, [0])]; 

• If lal + 1/31 S n /¥ (k -2), then 

a;:JE[(a13 f)(x;,101)w(t,x, [0])] = t―(lal+lf31)/2JE [f (x;,101)1~ ((~弓 w))(t,x, [0])]. 
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For f EC炉(R直） andW E匹(JR,n), we have 

• If I/3|さnI¥ (k -2), then 

阻[a!(f(x;,10l))(v)w(t,x,[0])] = t―|(3|／2E[f(X/）砂(w)(t,x, [0], v)]; 

• If I/3|::; n I¥ (k -2), then 

呪旧[f(x;,1°l)w(t,x,[0])] (v) = t―|(3|／2E[J(x;,10]）勾(w)(t,x, [0], v)]; 

• If lal + I/3::; n I¥ (k -2), then 

亭［（町）（x;,1°l)w(t,x,[0])](v) = t―(lal+I(3|）／2四[t(x;,10]）尊(I砂）（t,x,[0], v)]. 

For every f E Cf（記遺），multi-indexa on {1,..., N} with lal ::; k -2, 

亭 [f(X戸）］ ＝ t|a］／2凹[f(X戸）・ Ja(l)(t,x)], 

where Ox is a Dirac point mass at x E ]RN, and 

J(i)（<I>)(t,x) := I贔（cJ:>)(t,X，心） ＋乱（t,x，心） ; t~O 

with Ja（cJ:>) := Jan O J°'n-1 O'''OJ,叫<I>).Particularly, there exists a constant c > 0 such that 

|8；；旧［f(Xf'6x)]I::; cllfll 
(1 + lxl)4lal 

oo tlal/2 

forO<t<T.xE尺N. Moreover, with lal + I/3I::; k-2, 

1 
a~E[(a(3!) (x:,bx) l = 阻[f(Xf'Jx)I彦(Ja(l))(t,x)] 

t 
|a|＋1/3| 

2 

and店(Ja(l))E底点a|＋3|(3|（恥k-2-lal -(3|）． Thus, X戸＝ xfl0=x has a probability density 

function p(t, x, z) such that (x, z)→ 8翌fp(t, x, z) exists and is continuous. 

2.7 Smoothness of the joint density 

p roposition 3. Let a,(3be multi-indices on {1,..., N} and k 2: lal + I(3| ＋N + 2. Under these 
k.k.k 

assumptions of the uniform ellipticity of(J"and the smoothness of coefficients V; E c;~:~~, the solution b,Lip 

X『tothe directed chain SDE (1) with 0三 xE JRN at time t 2: 0 has a density p(t, x, •) such that 
(x,z)→8翌fp(t, x, z) exist and is continuous. Moreover, there exists a constant C which depends 

on T, N and bounds on the coefficients, such that 

|8阿 p(t,x,z)I::; C(l + lxl)41<>1+31(3|＋3N t―(N+l<>l+I(3|）／2 

for t E (0, T], x, z E豆 Furthermore,if ½, i = 0,..., d are bounded, then 

1a詞 p(t,x,z)I:S Ct―(N+I<>日(3|)／2exp( 
C|x -Z|2 

exp(-~) 

for t E (0, T], x, z E良N.

(9) 

(10) 
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The above existence and smoothness results on the marginal density p(t, x, z) of a single p虹ticle

can be extended to the join!_ distribu_gon of adjacent particles. That is, We extend the pair (x_0, X.) to 
consider the system (x0, X1,...，炉）， suchthat the joint distribution of adjacent pair is determined 

by the directed chain stochastic differential equation 1, namely,［えいぶ．k]= [x_0ぷ］ fork = 

1,...,m. 

Corollary. Under the same assumptions on the coefficients, the joint density of (X『,Xl,...xm 
exists and is continuous for t：：：：：゚． Particularly,the joint density of (x0, X.) exists and is continuous. 

The applications of the smoothness of the joint distribution are the recursive factorization of the first 

order Markov random field [16], some connection to a class of non-linear partial differential equations, 

smoothness of the filtering equation and the analysis of master equation of the mean-field game and the 

mean-field control problems on the directed chain graph. 

2.8 Relation to PDE 

Let us consider time-homogeneous coefficients. For the function U(t, x, [0]) := lE[g(x;,[0], [X『])],
t E [0,T], x E股凡bythe flow property, we have 

U(t + h, x, [0]) = JE[g(x;}!1, [xf+hDl = JE[U(t, x~·[01, [X~])] 

for t ~ 0, 0 ~ t ~ T -h. Then we come up with a PDE of the form 

(at -£)U(t, x, [0]) = 0, (t, x, [0]) E (0, T] x ]RN x P2(lRN), 

U(O, x, [0]) = g(x, [0]), (x, [0]) E ]RN x P2(lR1¥「)，

for some function g :股NX P2（か） →JR, where the operator £ acts on smooth enough functions 

F:か X P2（応 X 応vdefined by 

N 
1 

N 

£F(x, [0]) :=lE［正（x,[0], 0)佐F(x,[0]) + ~ J~ ［臼(x, [0],0)]砂忍F(x,[0]) 
i=l i,j=l ］ 

N 

+ lE [ t VJ(0, [0]尋 F(x,[0], 0)i十tt［四丁(0,[0],0)］⑳v凡F(x,[0], 0)i 
i=l i,j=l ］ 

(11) 

cf. [4], [9] for McKEAN-VLASOV SDE. 

2.9 Relation to Mimicking problem 

The mimicking problem is to obtain the marginal distribution of some non-Markovian process by a 

unique strong solution to the stochastic differential equation 

dYt = bo (Yt)dt + b1 (Yt)dB町t); t 2 0, Yo := e (12) 

for Y with some smooth functions bo :股N→炉，b1:賊N→JR.NxN. BY is the n -di n社 mensional

standard Brownian motion. cf. [3], [12], [17]. 

Conversely, it follows from the smoothness of the solution in Proposition 3 that there exist (X., X. 

and functions ½. i i, i = 0, 1, such that (X。,X0)are independent and 

[Y] = [X.] = [X.]' 
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where the pair (X.ぷ） satisfiesthe directed chain equation 

dふ＝ Vo(ぶぷ）dt＋い（ふ，ぷ）dBt; t戸0,

driven by another standard Brownian motion B independent of X. 

(13) 

Research supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grant DMS-20-08427. Part of research is 

joint work [14] with M. MIN. 
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